
Daily Inspiration

Education is the most powerful 
weapon which you can use to change 
the world.

- Nelson Mandela



Morning Reflection
Burning I/Qs

● Peruse all the I/Qs on the wall. 

● Choose one impactful insight and 

● one burning question you still have.

● Write a commitment to action. 

(something you will try.)



Activity to Unite

Amazing Family Portraits



Activity to Disengage Stress

Peace Out



Activity to Connect

Buddy Up: 

Microstorytelling



Micro Storytelling

Tell a story about a time someone’s 
words hurt you. 



Microstorytelling

Tell a story about a time someone’s 
words made a positive difference for 
you. 

How did they help?



Activity to Commit

Group & Individual



Foundational Literacy: 
 Bringing Words To Life



Essential Question

What makes us amazing?



Foundational Literacy

the ability to read words and bring meaning to 
text.

Framing Question: 

What are the essential skills students need 
to learn to be able to read?



Session Focus Questions

How can we best teach vocabulary so that 
students are able to make meaning of a 
variety of text sources? 

How can we better understand the role of 
fluency in word recognition, oral reading, 
silent reading, and comprehension? 





Go Formative



Session Objectives

● understand that fluency is not just speed, it 
is also accuracy and expressions

● know that fluency is the bridge from 
word-level reading to comprehension

● learn direct, explicit, and multisensory 
strategies to develop fluency & vocabulary

● understand that it is important to teach 
vocabulary both in and out of context



Word Recognition
1

• Background Knowledge
• Vocabulary
• Language Structures (syntax, semantics, etc.)
• Verbal Reasoning (inference, metaphor, etc.)
• Literacy Knowledge (print concepts, genres, etc.)

• Phonological Awareness
• Letter Knowledge
• Phonemic Decoding
• Spelling (Orthographic Knowledge)
• Fluency

Language 
Comprehension

1

Reading 
Comprehension

1

• Purpose for Reading



Routine for Vocabulary Introduction

● Introduce the word in context 

● Student friendly definition and visuals

● Examples and non-examples  

● Student generated context 

● Graphic Organizers/gestures

● Distributed practice 



forbidden
Say/Repeat 

Sentence: You are forbidden from going to 
swim in the lake, because we have seen 
alligators swimming in there.



forbidden
Define: If you are forbidden
from doing something, 
you are not allowed or banned.

Example:  Not being able to cross the street 
without an adult.

Non-example:  Being able to do whatever 
you want.

Collaborative Conversations



forbidden

Graphic Organizers: Frayer Model/KIM

Embody Vocabulary: Act it out!

Distributed Practice: “You are forbidden to 
go in the woods on the playground, it might 
be dangerous.”



valley
Say/Repeat Word

Sentence: The stream in the valley between 
the mountains is a great place to fish!



valley
Define: a valley is a low 
area of land between 
hills or mountains, typically with a river or 
stream flowing through it.

Example:  Grand Canyon

Non-example:  plains, mountains

Collaborative Conversations



valley

Graphic Organizers: Frayer Model/KIM

Embody Vocabulary: Act it out!

Distributed Practice: “As you line up, 
pretend you’re trudging through a valley.”



The Actor’s Toolkit

Body

Voice 

Mind

Imagination



Vocabulary Gestures

Forbidden

Valley



Let’s Welcome K.I.M.

K - Key Vocabulary Word

 I - Important Information / Definition

M - Memory Clue (visual representation)

Write a sentence.



K 
(Key Word)

valley

I 
(Important 
Information)

A lowland area between hills or 
mountains - noun

M
(Memory Clue)

Sentence We walked over the hills and through 
the valley to get to camp.



Benefits of K.I.M.

● Students interpret and apply new 
information

● Can be used at any age level 
● Provides a visual clue for many learners 

(Monticello Mustangs, 2012)
● The multiple uses helps different types of 

learners cement the vocabulary into their 
memory
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Word Recognition
1

• Background Knowledge
• Vocabulary
• Language Structures (syntax, semantics, etc.)
• Verbal Reasoning (inference, metaphor, etc.)
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Vocabulary Instruction
Vocabulary refers to the words we must know to effectively 

communicate

Types of vocabulary:

• Listening - words needed to understand 

what we hear

• Speaking - words used when speaking

• Reading - words needed to understand 

what we read

• Writing - words used in writing



Key Idea 1: VOCABULARY IS THE HUB
We know a word by its parts and connections

Spelling

Function

Meaning



Vocabulary teaching should take place in a rich 
context (Beck, Perfetti, and McKeown, 1982: NRP, 
2000) preferably in long lasting work on important 
themes.  The formation of connections (networks) 
between words should be actively encourage...It is 
further enhanced when they are given multiple 
opportunities to use new words in pre reading, 
during reading and in follow up activities.

- Oakhill, Cain and Elbro



Key Idea 2: Methods of Effective Vocabulary Instruction

Incidental (Indirect)

Rich oral experiences

Teacher read-alouds

Independent reading

 

Intentional (Direct)

Specific Word Strategies:
Provide examples and               

non-examples
Explain the meaning
Pronounce the word
Elaborate on the meaning
Provide opportunities for 

practice using the word in text

Word Learning Strategies:
Mnemonics
Contextual Analysis
Morphemic Analysis

Word Consciousness

Semantic mapping

Word play

Word histories and origins



1. I have heard or seen this word before
2. I know something about the meaning
3. I can give examples of how to use the word
4. I can produce exemplars of the word, e.g given house I can 

produce bungalow, cottage, manor, villa, etc
5. I can explain the meaning (or different meanings) and provide 

synonyms
6. I can give theoretical definition of the word- defining features.                                                          

Oakhill, Cain and Elbro

RATING SCALE FOR WORDS



Proportion of Variance

Vocabulary accounts for 
approximately 50-60% of 
the variance in reading 
comprehension for fourth 
graders.  

- Stahl & Nagey, 2006

 



Children learn, on average,  3,000 new 
words a year with approximately 45,000 
words known by the end of 12th grade. 

- Nagy & Anderson, 1984





How we historically have taught vocabulary



Research Supports:

● Direct and Explicit
● Multiple opportunities in varying contexts
● Active and generative tasks

Why this DOESN’T Work



● Intensity of emotional association and experience 
with word.

● Frequency encountered in writing.
● Does it follow a pattern. Good readers attend to 

the internal structure and details of a word 
(reduces memory load).

● Connections to others already known. Networks 
(web) of relationships based within and between 
words.

- Louisa Moats, How Spelling Supports Reading 

How do we remember words?



The more you know about a 
word the quicker and faster you 
will decode it and bring meaning 
to it.



Manipulation + Meaning = Memory

1. Multiple Exposure

2. With deep understanding

3. Connected to what they know.

Anita Archer’s Mnemonic



Reflection

I/Q



Jokester Time



Break



THE ARTS AS A TOOL 
FOR LEARNING

Music Activities

Visual Art

Drama & Theatre

Storytelling

Being Read Stories



Visual Vocabulary





Story Nuggets



Oh! Make 
It Flow

A Moonshot Talk with 
Liz Remington



Fluency as the bridge to comprehension



KEY IDEA 3: Fluency Defined

ACCURACY

AUTOMATICITY

EXPRESSION



First, foremost, and forever 
accuracy must precede fluency.

- Jan Hasbrouck 



“Fluency is not a matter of speed; it is a matter 

of being able to utilize all the special 
knowledge a child has about the word--its 
letters, letter patterns, meanings, grammatical 
functions, roots, and endings--fast enough to 

have time to comprehend.” 

- Maryanne Wolf

What is Decoding Fluency?



C...a...t 3 chunks to a novice reader

Cat 1 chunk to a skilled reader

Grandma found a cat. 16 letters, 4 words, 3 spaces,      

                                          1 chunk to a skilled reader

Chunking Example: 
Accurate then Automatic



Oral Reading Fluency (ORF) by grade & reading level

Grade Percentile Fall Winter Spring

1 50th 29 60

2 50th 50 84 100

3 50th 83 97 112

4 50th 94 120 133

5 50th 121 133 146

6 50th 132 145 146

Hasbrouck & Tindal 2017



FLUENCY and COMPREHENSION in the CLASSROOM

1. Focus on Prosody
2. Teach by using longer complex texts with 

repeated readings
3. Chunk it down



Nutty Professor
1. Read material silently first
2. Read material once and scoop
3. Re-read using a dramatic voice
4. Re-read using a dramatic voice and gestures
5. Re-tell without the text-teach elbow partner. 

Can use pictures to anchor thinking.
6. Re-tell or act out without text while partner 

asks questions. Can use props.



Why Oral Reading to Support 
Fluency?
Builds Community

Creates Confidence

Connects Spoken and Written Language

Strengthens Decoding Skills

Strengthens Comprehension Skills



Key Takeaways & Go Formative



Reflection

Insights/Questions



Transfer & Apply Knowledge



Lunch 12:00-12:45

#Shareyourlearning

@TLA_Moonshot  @MoonshotMoment

#MoonshotinAction

#MoonshotInstitute


